
OPTICON TOUCH
Simple, Intuitive, Trustworthy

Are you looking to optimize your 
poultry performance? Then it’s of 
utmost importance that you have 
insights in performance parame-
ters such as live weight and feed 
conversion as well as maintain a 
low overall mortality. 

Our latest innovation is the OPTICON 

TOUCH. The OPTICON TOUCH provides you 

at a glance all vital farm data at any moment 

in time. The controller has a highly-intuitive 

touch screen that enables you to quickly     

access all important parameters. The unit 

is suitable for integration with all of our          

OPTICON controls. Ensuring valid and reliable 

data in a simple, intuitive and trustworthy 

way. Helping you to identify and improve bird 

performance more easily.

Ease of Use

The OPTICON TOUCH is designed to be 

simple and useful. It summarizes data of each 

connected controller in an intuitive way and 

puts you in direct control. Providing greater 

transparency and control over your birds. You 

will find useful insights from data that really 

drives the performance and you can easily 

make adjustments where necessary.

Simple and intuitive design

All Opticon Controls can be connected
-Water and feed control
-Climate control 
-Weight monitoring 

Reliable and valid farm data
 
Real-time flock information for proactive 
management

Greater transparency and control over 
your birds

GPRS, WIFI, LAN and direct connection

You want to see how your birds are per-

forming at any moment in time? Optilink 

helps you to monitor and analyze your 

farm data. With insights gathered from 

OptiLink you can turn data into action.

Once you start analyzing the key perfor-

mance indicators you will be able to boost 

your birds performance. Optilink enables 

you to detect problems in an instant and 

quickly make changes were necessary.

Analyze data from behind your desktop, 

tablet or smartphone. Optilink provides all 

these possibilities to you. 

What are the benefits?

•Accessible anywhere / anytime

•Share and analyze with consultants,   

  veterinarians, collegues real-time

•Desktop, tablet or smartphone

•Customized graphs

•365 days of data storage on the server     

  (extension is possible)

OptiLink Management
Software

Features :OPTICON TOUCH



THE RIGHT
DECISION FOR

YOUR BIRDS

Call us now :1-888-218-7829
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Since 1986, we at OPTICON Agri-Systems develop and produce 
climate,weighing, feeding and watering systems to optimal 

control environmental conditions within poultry houses

(OES Inc. our dealer in North America)
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40 Woodstock St. N., Tavistock, ON N0B 2R0
ruby360.ca 


